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Abstract—Non-local mean (NLM) denoising is commonly used for noise suppression in natural as well as medical imaging. Basically, the NLM filter takes advantage of the redundant information present in the image in the form of repeated structures/patterns to identify the underlying signals. In medical imaging (particularly PET and SPECT imaging), different representations of the image data under study (target or original image) could be reconstructed via applying different reconstruction settings. These representative (auxiliary) images bear very similar patterns/structures to the original/target image with different signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) which are ideal for use in the NLM denoising approach. This study proposed the multiple-reconstruction NLM filtering approach (referred to as MR-NLM) for noise reduction in PET imaging, wherein the redundant information present in auxiliary PET images are employed to conduct the NLM denoising process. The MR-NLM method relies on 12 additional PET image reconstructions (apart from the target PET image) using the same iterative algorithm with different iterations and subset numbers. Thereafter, for each target voxel, patches of voxels are extracted at the same location from all auxiliary PET images to be fed into the NLM smoothing process. To evaluate the performance of the MR-NLM algorithm, post-reconstruction denoising approaches including the conventional NLM, bilateral, and Gaussian filters were implemented and compared using 25 $^{18}$F-FDG clinical whole-body (WB) PET/CT studies. The clinical studies demonstrated superior performance of the MR-NLM approach which established a promising compromise between noise suppression and preservation of the underlying signal/structures in PET images leading to higher SNR compared to the conventional NLM approach (34.9±5.7 versus 32.4±5.5). Though MR-NLM exhibited promising performance, this method suffers from long processing time due to the requirement of multiple reconstructions of raw PET data.

Index Terms—PET/CT, non-local mean, noise, post-reconstruction filter.

I. INTRODUCTION

Positron emission tomography (PET) scans normally bear relatively high noise levels, which would adversely affect their clinical value and might lead to misdiagnosis. Post-reconstruction denoising approaches may cause quantitative bias, signal loss, and image artifact [1].

To address these issues, the edge-preserving noise suppression methods have been proposed to maintain the prominent signals/edges while suppressing the noise in an attempt to maximize the signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) in SPECT [2] and PET images [3].

Among the edge-preserving denoising techniques, the non-local mean approach (NLM) [4] has shown an excellent capability to enhance the SNR in PET images through effective noise reduction while maintaining the underlying structures/patterns [5]. The NLM denoising approach explores the target image (normally within a predefined search window) to find similar structures and repeated patterns in order to distinguish the noise from the underlying signals and/or structures. The performance of the NLM filter greatly depends on the search scheme and the similarity of the extracted non-local patches/patterns.

This work proposed a dedicated NLM smoothing approach (in other words, a novel patch search scheme) for the SPECT and PET images. The proposed NLM denoising approach takes the advantage of the fact that raw data from PET or SPECT imaging could be reconstructed multiple times using different reconstruction algorithms or settings. These auxiliary PET or SPECT images, reconstructed from the same raw data, contain almost the same patterns, structures, and textures to the original/target image. However, the noise levels or the signal to background convergence would be different among them. In this light, these auxiliary images will provide highly similar patches with the same underlying structures/patterns to be fed into the NLM denoising approach to suppress the noise in the target images [6].

This work investigates the feasibility of conducting the multiple reconstruction-guided NLM denoising (so-called MR-NLM) on the whole-body PET images through employing the patches of voxels extracted from a number of PET images reconstructed from the same raw PET data.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

Multiple-reconstruction non-local mean (MR-NLM) filter

The conventional NLM filter relies on similar textures and structures within the target images to extract similar patches of voxels to suppress the noise in the target patch via calculating the weighted average of the extracted patches. The conventional NLM seeks to find similar patches of voxels within the sub-volume of the target image which is normally determined by the user as the search window (Fig 1A). The performance of the NLM denoising approaches highly depends on the similarity of the extracted patches (in terms of underlying structures). Multiple reconstructions of the raw PET data with different image reconstruction settings would readily offer very similar patches of voxels at the same
spatial location. These auxiliary PET images (reconstructed with slightly different settings) contain very similar signals and structures contaminated with different noise levels or may present different signal to background (convergence) ratio. The extracted patches from these auxiliary PET images would supply the NLM filter with ideal similar patches to conduct the denoising process in the target image (Fig 1B). In the proposed MR-NLM approach, the search window used in the conventional NLM filter (blue square in Fig. 1A) is no longer needed and instead, the similar patches extracted from the auxiliary images are used to estimate a noise-free patch (via calculating the weighted average of the extracted patches together with the target patch) for the target voxel in the original image. In this procedure, each auxiliary image provides only a single patch at the same spatial location.

Algorithmic implementation

The target PET images were reconstructed using the conventional TOF/PSF OP-OSEM (time-of-flight/point spread function ordinary Poisson ordered subset-expectation maximization) algorithm with 2 iterations and 21 subsets. To generate auxiliary PET images, the same reconstruction algorithm (TOF/PSF OP-OSEM) was employed but with different numbers of iterations and subsets to generate auxiliary PET images. 12 iteration/subset pairs were selected in such a way to lead to similar convergence (signal to background ratio) and noise levels to the target PET images. The estimated noise levels in the liver and the lesion to liver uptake ratio in 8 clinical PET/CT studies were examined to select these 12 pairs indicated in Fig. 2.

Clinical evaluation

The MR-NLM approach was evaluated against the conventional NLM, bilateral filter, and commonly used Gaussian post-reconstruction denoising methods through the calculation of the SNR (Eq. 1) and quantitative bias (%) (Eq. 2) on 50 volumes of interest (VOI) manually defined on malignant lesions.

\[
SNR = \frac{1}{\sigma} \sum_{k=1}^{N_v} \frac{\mu_{target}(k) - \mu_{bg}(k)}{\sigma_{bg}}
\]

(1)

\[
Bias(\%) = 100 \times \frac{\mu_{target} - \mu_{noisy}}{\mu_{noisy}}
\]

(2)

\(\mu_{target}\) and \(\mu_{bg}\) denote the mean values of the voxel intensities in the target and background VOIs. \(\sigma_t\) indicates the standard deviation measured within the background. \(\mu_{noisy}\) denotes the average of the activity concentration within the VOIs drawn on the original (before denoising) PET images (referred to as OSEM).

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig. 3 illustrates the transaxial views of a whole-body PET scan before and after application of the Gaussian, bilateral, conventional NLM, and MR-NLM filters. The patient in Fig. 3 presents a non-small lung cancer, wherein the vertical line profiles plotted over the lesion compare the performance of the different denoising approaches. Visual inspection of the Gaussian filtered images revealed over-smoothed patterns/structures compared to the outcomes of the NLM and MR-NLM filters with noticeably less signal loss and/or quantitative bias. Regarding, the bias maps obtained from subtraction of the filtered images from the original noisy image (OSEM), the MR-NLM filter resulted in smallest over-smoothed structures and signal loss, in particular over the malignant lesion in the lung.

![Fig. 2. Lesion to background (liver) contrast (uptake) ratio plotted against the noise (standard deviation) in the background (liver) for two malignant lesions (two different patients) in the whole-body PET/CT images. The circles and crosses indicate the different reconstructions of the same raw PET data using different iteration/subsets numbers. The following iteration and subset numbers were used for the implementation of the MR-NLM filter: 2i:24s, 3i:14s, 3i:21s, 4i:8s, 2i:28s, 3i:12s, 4i:12s, 7i:6s, 5i:8s, 6i:7s, 5i:7s, and 5i:6s. The original (target) PET image was reconstructed with 2 iterations and 21 subsets (2i:21s).](image-url)

The results of the quantitative analysis of the different denoising techniques on the \(^{18}\text{F}-\text{FDG}\) PET whole-body scans are presented in Table 1. The proposed MR-NLM method resulted in an SNR and bias of 34.9±5.7 and -2.2±1.2% measured over the 50 VOIs drawn on the malignant lesions (hot spots). The conventional NLM filter exhibited inferior performance leading to an SNR and bias of 32.4±5.5 and -3.5±1.3%, respectively, with a statistically significant difference (p-value<0.02) with the MR-NLM approach.

The idea proposed in this work (employing various image reconstructions of the same PET raw data to create different representations of the PET information/signals) could be exploited in a deep learning framework [7] to estimate high quality or standard PET images from fast or low dose scans [8-10].
Fig. 3. Sagittal views of the PET scan of a representative patient bearing a non-small lung cancer together with the corresponding CT image. A) Original PET image before denoising (OSEM) and the filtered PET images and using B) Gaussian, C) bilateral, D) conventional NLM and E) proposed MR-NLM denoising approaches. The corresponding bias maps obtained from filtered - OSEM are also presented below the PET images. F) CT image. The bottom panel present the vertical line profiles drawn on the PET images before and after the application of the different denoising techniques over the malignant lesion.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SNR</th>
<th>Lesion SUVmean</th>
<th>Bias (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OSEM</td>
<td>23.3±6.8</td>
<td>7.8±2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaussian</td>
<td>26.5±5.5</td>
<td>6.6±1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bilateral</td>
<td>29.2±5.9</td>
<td>6.8±1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLM</td>
<td>32.4±5.5</td>
<td>7.1±1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR-NLM</td>
<td>34.9±5.7</td>
<td>7.3±1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. CONCLUSION

The clinical evaluation of the proposed MR-NLM denoising technique revealed its superior performance in terms of effective noise reduction as well as preserving the underlying structures and signals in whole-body PET scans compared to the conventional NLM approach. Though the MR-NLM exhibited promising performance, the implementation of this technique imposes high computational time due to multiple PET image reconstruction.
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